NON-FICTION
Mean Chicks, Cliques, and Dirty
Tricks (YA 305.235 KA)
A guide for coping with girls who are mean to
other girls and getting through the day with
smarts and style.

Spy, Spy Again: True Tales of

Mythlopedia ( J 398.209 BR)
This look-it-up guide shares the truth about

BIOGRAPHIES

lying lovers, beast-bearing dads, brawling

Great Girls in Michigan

brothers, and evil shape-shifters!

History (J 920 MA)

Why is Snot Green and Other
Extremely Important Questions
(And Answers) (J 500 MU)

Failed Espionage ( J 327.12 HO)

What do people taste like to sharks and

Throughout history, countries have engaged

twinkle? Discover the answers to these and

tigers? Do UFOs exist? Why do stars

The Amazing Book Is Not On
Fire ( YA 920 HO)

The Book of Rock Stars
(YA 920 KR)

a ton more very important questions!

Cool Women ( YA 920 CH)

succeed. In fact they are often foiled by

Citizens of the Sea (591.77 KN)

One Special Summer

something unpredictable.

National Geographic captures the

The Constitution ( J 342.7302FI)

astonishing diversity and the most intriguing

(YA 920 BO)

in spy missions, but even the most carefully
calculated top-secret plans don’t always

Known as the “Blueprint of Democracy”, the

organisms in the ocean in this riveting book.

Constitution spells out the freedoms

What a Great Idea! ( J 609 TO)

guaranteed to every citizen and defines the

Highlights inventions that changed the

limits placed on the powers of government.

The Bill of Rights ( J342.73085 YE)
The Bill of Rights, the first ten Amendments
to the U.S. Constitution, is a safeguard for
individual human rights, such as freedom of
speech, freedom of the press, and freedom of
religion.

world.

Dewey the Library Cat

Key to call numbers:
J = Junior Books YA=Young Adult Books
J 000-999=Junior Non-Fiction
YA 000-999=Young Adult Non-Fiction
J 920 or J92=Biographies
YA 920 or YA92=Biographies

( J 636.8 MY)
Abandoned in a library book drop slot in
the dead of winter, the small kitten who

6495 Pine Street

came to be known as Dewey Readmore

Cass City, MI 48726

Books miraculously endured the coldest

989-872-2856

night of the year.
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Young Adult
Grades
7&8

What to Say Next ((YA BU)
Popular Kit and socially isolated David form
an unlikely friendship as they try to find out
details about Kit’s dad’s accident. (romance,
disabilities)

Gregor the Overlander (YA CO)
(series)

Gregor, 11, and his sister fall

through a gate and are hurtled into the

FICTION
Hope Was Here (YA BA)
Hope, 16, moves from NY to WI to work as
waitress where she meets corruption, cancer
and her own past. (politics, cancer)

When Audrey Met Alice
(YA BE)
Audrey feels the next four years will be
“friendless” thanks to the Secret Service
(her mom is POTUS), but then she finds

(series) Nine of them came to Earth with

age of 1 suddenly disappears, setting up a
battle between the remaining town residents
and students from a private school. (science
fiction, good vs. evil)

Found ( YA HA) (series)
An airplane appears out of nowhere

powers like superheroes, and now they are
hiding and running for their lives. (science
fiction, action, adventure)

Between Shades of Gray
(YASE)

did it come from? Who are these kids?

from their home in Lithuania during the

fantasy)

(action, adventure, science fiction)

Soviet occupation in 1941. (historical, war)

Red Kayak (YA CU)

Out of the Dust (YA HE)

Heir Apparent (PB YA VA)

Brady and his friends become entangled in a

In a series of poems, Billie Jo, 15, relates

giant rats, bats, and spiders. (science fiction,

tragedy that tests their friendship and ideas
about right and wrong. (adventure, social

the hardship of living on her family’s wheat
farm in OK during the dust bowl years of

themes, death and dying)

the Depression. (historical, poetry)

City of Ember (YA DU)

See You at Harvey’s (YA KN)

Ember has existed for 241 years. It is the only

Starting middle school brings all the usual

light in the dark work. Or is it? (graphic novel,

The Chronicles of Vladimir Tod

Dead End in Norvelt (YA GA)

(YA BR) (series)

A funny story and an incredible two months

school. (fantasy, orphans)

In a small town in CA, everyone over the

Based on a true story, a family is pulled

science fiction)

control while dealing with the pressures of

I Am Number Four (YA LO)

filled with babies and no adults. Where

Underland where humans live uneasily beside

Alice Roosevelt’s diary. (family, social)

Vlad has to keep his vampire secret under

Gone (YA GR) (series)

for a kid named Jack whose plans for vacation
excitement are shot down when he is
"grounded for life" by his feuding parents.
(mystery, detective, humor)

challenges — until the unthinkable happens,
and Fern and her family must find a way to
heal. (social themes, death and dying)

Hattie Big Sky (YA LA)
Hattie, 16, inherits her uncle’s homestead
and encounters some unexpected problems
related to the war being fought in Europe.
(historical, orphan, pioneer life)

In the virtual reality game, Heir Apparent,
there are many ways to get killed and
Giannine seems to find them all. But if you
lose this game, you may just end up losing
your life. (fantasy, magic, humor)

The Book Thief (YA ZU)
When Death has a story to tell, you listen.
It is 1939. Nazi Germany. The country is
holding its breath. Death has never been
busier, and will become busier still.
(German, Jewish people, history)

